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Abstract: Assortment of papers belonging to San Jose Trolley Corporation/CTRC member and light rail operator Bruce Stevens, documenting Santa Clara Valley transportation planning and light rail development, Amalgamated Transit Union Local 265 activities, and historic trolley restoration.
Language of Material: English
Access
The papers are available to the public for research by appointment.
Publication Rights
These papers are a combination of in copyright material, and products of the State of California and the federal government which are believed to be in the public domain.
Preferred Citation
Bruce Stevens Papers. History San Jose Research Library
Acquisition Information
Donated to History San Jose in 2014 by the family of Bruce Stevens.
Scope and Content of Collection
Assortment of papers belonging to San Jose Trolley Corporation/CTRC member and light rail operator Bruce Stevens, documenting Santa Clara Valley transportation planning and light rail development, Amalgamated Transit Union Local 265 activities, and historic trolley restoration. Mr. Stevens was president of ATU Local 265 and involved in the Santa Clara County Transit Authority/ATU Local 265 Joint Safety Committee during the early 1990s. Documentation on historic trolley restoration is reflected in the meeting minutes and project plans of the San Jose Trolley Corporation (later the California Trolley and Railroad Corporation). Stevens collected many planning documents related to light rail implementation in the Santa Clara Valley during his work as a coach operator and light rail operator and his efforts representing the ATU.
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